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Integral bracket Single clip

Embossed icon Laser etching, no labels

Includes eye bath and eye pad dressings
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Emergency first 
response for 
chemical splashes.

* Excludes product and packaging.

Our New Aura3 chemical splash kit is better for the workplace and better for the 

planet, providing quick and easy access to Redcap eyewash buffered phosphate 

solution for neutralising acid and alkali splashes to the skin and eyes.. Aura3 represents 

a first for the first aid industry, the first 100% recycled and fully recyclable first aid 

kit box on the market. 

The fresh new box design feature colour coded, embossed, and screen-printed lids.  

The new graphics stand out from a distance, enabling quick identification in an 

emergency, especially in a busy workplace. Compact and convenient, the integral 

bracket allows easy placement and fixing.

After eye or skin contact with acid or alkalis, it is only seconds before the pH value is 

significantly altered, and the corrosive damage may lead to permanent injury. Acid and 

alkalis must be quickly neutralised to a pH value equal to the normal level in the eye 

or on the skin. The use of ordinary water or 0.9 % sodium chloride will only provide a 

limited degree of effective dilution with an increased flushing time.

The neutralising effect of Redcap, reduces flushing time and volume of fluid needed 

to dilute acid and alkali splashes*, therefore reducing patient discomfort and 

secondary risk to the first aider.

 act fast with  
the right kit.:

Redcap™ 
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When you see this symbol with our products, you are guaranteed we have reduced plastic in the mould, used 100% recycled materials, 100% recyclable product.
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 Contaminant:
 ACIDS, ALKALIS

• Action: To quickly neutralise the pH value and 

prevent corrosive damage to the eyes and skin.

• Directions: Rinse with Redcap™ Buffer solution. 

Continue rinsing with saline eye wash or water until 

medical help arrives.

5970  EYE WASH AND SKIN FLUSH KIT  
 in Medium Red Aura3 Box

SIZE: 25.5cmH x 28cmW x 10cmD

UNIT: 1

MOQ: 10 £289.00 €346,80
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CONTENTS 5970

DOUBLE

Dressings, Eye Pad 2

Redcap™, Bottles 500ml 2

Eye Wash, Pods 20ml 2

Mirror 1

Easy to use.

Before approaching a casualty that 

has chemical burns, you must first 

protect yourself by wearing the 

appropriate PPE.

If needed, call the  

emergency services.

Identify the chemical.

CHEMICALS ON THE SKIN 

Carefully remove contaminated 

clothing. Drench the area with fluid 

for at least 20 minutes.

CHEMICALS IN THE EYES 

Place the casualty in a comfortable 

position with their head inclined, so 

the affected eye is lower..

Irrigate the whole eye, including 

under the eyelid. Buffered Phosphate 

Solution offers a better chance of 

saving an eye than standard Sodium 

Chloride (Saline), Eye Wash. As well 

as diluting and flushing out the eye, 

the Phosphate has a neutralising 

effect , this helps to restore PH levels 

of the eye back to normal.

Quicker neutralisation, especially on the face, can relieve the distress 

of feeling ‘underwater’ from flushing, the first aider is also better 

protected from becoming a secondary victim whilst in contact with 

the contaminant.

The Aura3 Chemical Splash kit including Redcap Buffered Phosphate 

Solution is perfectly suited to enable first responders to achieve  

this goal. 

This kit contains an easy-to-squeeze bottle, allowing the eye to be 

irrigated easily and efficiently, eye pods and eye pads. The box can  

be easily wall mounted with the integrated bracket.

* It is recommended to continue flushing with water or saline eye wash 

until medical help arrives.


